MINERVA
How come I can’t see an author’s publications under our School?
We recommend searching for your Authors’ publications by entering their staff number in the ‘search’ field
(see screen shot below) on the main publications search screen, then filtering to the ‘Print/Online Year’ and
‘Collection Year’ to the relevant year. Searching by surname (in the ‘Author’ field) may not generate as
accurate of a list.

If you are searching for your School’s publications, we recommend searching via the ‘Scope’ drop down
menu, then filtering to your Faculty and School. This will generate entries with authors that HR lists as
employed in the School (screen shot below).

A publication entry is incorrect or incomplete. How do I get it fixed?
If the publication entry has not yet been Submitted, you can edit the entry yourself. If the publication entry
has been Submitted, please email RAU and request to have the entry ‘unlocked’. We will then revert the
entry so you can continue editing it. If the entry is marked as ‘Complete’ or ‘Finalised’, RAU will not be able
to ‘unlock’ it for editing, as this entry would have already undergone an audit process. Please contact the
RAU by leaving a comment on the publication entry with the relevant details. We will then amend the entry
for you.

How do I import a UWA byline publication from Scopus?
The option “Only UWA Publications” is selected by default. Selecting this option will allow you to limit your
Scopus search for publications with a UWA byline. You will still need to enter some search parameters –
either the Scopus ID, or title keywords or author name details.

When you have identified the publication that you wish to import, click the Data link. Minerva will populate
the publication entry form with all of the data that is available from Scopus. Please check the data to ensure
it is complete and correct, particularly the author details.

How do I import a non-UWA byline publication from Scopus?
Deselect the option “Only UWA Publications” to search Scopus for all publications regardless of author
affiliation. This search will take longer to run, and you may need to specify more closely using the other
parameters to be able to return useful results.

When you have identified the publication that you wish to import, click the Data link. Minerva will populate
the publication entry form with all of the data that is available from Scopus. Please check the data to ensure
it is complete and correct, particularly the author details.

I don’t want the Field of Research (FoR) code(s) that has been assigned to this
publication, how do I change it?
If the journal has FoRs assigned from the ERA Journal List, they will auto-populate in the FoR fields. You may
manually change these code(s). To do this, select change next to the FoR and select one that is more
appropriate. If Minerva does not auto-populate the FoRs, then you will need to enter them manually.
All FoRs must be specified to the 4 digit level. Some journals on the ERA Journal List have been assigned two
digit FoRs. In these cases, you will need to specify four digit FoRs.
You will also need to assign a percentage to each FoR. Auto-populated FoRs will default to equal shares –
two FoRs will default to 50% each, three FoRs will default to 33%, 33%, and 34%. You may apportion FoRs
any whole number amount between 20% and 100%. The percentages must add up to 100% for the
publication entry.

Do I need to upload verification materials for bulk import entries?
No. You do not need to upload verification materials for bulk import entries unless RAU specifically request
them from you.

Do I have to edit or Submit bulk import entries?
No, you do not need to edit or Submit the bulk imported publication entries. RAU will be responsible for
working through the entries on an ongoing basis to correct data and process them for audit.
We do however encourage you to edit the bulk imported publication entries, for example to add missing
author details. Your expertise about the identities of the authors is very much appreciated as you will be
more familiar with them than RAU. We will also not be able to identify if an author requires an affiliation
letter. If they do, the letters must still be uploaded to the entry as necessary.
If you notice that the details of a Submitted or Complete bulk import publication entry are incorrect, please
contact the RAU with details.

There are red error messages stating FoRs need to be completed on the bulk
import entries. Should I be adding these FoRs?
It is not necessary to add FoRs to the bulk imported C1 publications. All other publication entries must have
at least one and up to three FoRs with percentages totalling 100%.

I’ve completed all the necessary fields and uploaded all the relevant files on
Minerva, why can’t I submit the entry?
This issue may be caused by one of the following:
•

•

You have uploaded an affiliation letter for an author, but the RAU has not yet processed the letter.
When am affiliation letter is uploaded, the RAU must check to make sure that (1) the author does
not have a UWA byline, and (2) the author is eligible to provide an affiliation letter. You are not able
to Submit the publication entry until the RAU has performed these checks.
The uploaded documents are categorised incorrectly. Minerva will not allow you to Submit an entry
if it does not have at least one file uploaded as “Full publication/output” or “Extract of
publication/output” and at least one file uploaded as “Verification materials”. If you have indicated
that an author must provide an affiliation letter, the publication entry cannot be Submitted until

there is at least one “Author Affiliation Document” file uploaded and the RAU has processed that
document. If you have accidentally uploaded a file with an incorrect documentation type, you can
change the type by going to the FILES tab and clicking the Edit link for the document.

•

There are mandatory fields that have not been filled out. Look for the red asterisks to indicate that a
required field is incomplete:

If you are still experiencing difficulties Submitting the publication, contact the RAU with details of the
publication, including a screenshot if possible.

